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Abstract 
Jam, S. and A. Sharma, Program size restrictions in computational learning, Theoretical Computer 
Science 127 (1994) 351-386. 
A model for a subject S learning its environment E could be described thus: S, placed in E, receives 
data about E, and simultaneously conjectures a sequence of hypotheses. S is said to learn E just in 
case the sequence of hypotheses conjectured by S stabilizes to a final hypothesis which correctly 
represents E. Computational learning theory provides a framework for studying problems of this 
nature when the subject is a machine. 
A natural abstraction for the notion of hypothesis is a computer program. The present paper, in 
the above framework of learning, presents arguments for the final hypothesis to be succinct, and 
introduces a plethora of formulations of such succinctness. A revelation of this study is that some of 
the “natural” notions of succinctness may be uninteresting because learning capability of machines 
under these seemingly natural constraints is dependent on the choice of programming system used 
to interpret hypotheses. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following description of a typical situation involving a subject S learn- 
ing its environment E. At any given time, a finite piece of data about E is made 
available to S. S reacts to this finite information by conjecturing a hypothesis. 
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Availability of additional data may cause the learner to revise old hypotheses. S is said 
to learn or explain E just in case the sequence of hypotheses conjectured by S eventu- 
ally stabilizes to a final hypothesis which correctly explains E. Computational learning 
theory provides a framework for studying problems of this nature when the subject is 
a machine. This paradigm of learning originated in the work of Gold [lo]. Klette and 
Wiehagen [14], Angluin and Smith [l], Case [3] and Osherson et al. [lS] provide 
surveys of work in this area. 
The present paper provides arguments in favor of placing “size” restrictions on the 
final hypothesis in the above learning situation. It is shown that for numerous 
“natural” formulations of such size restrictions, the resulting learning models are 
dependent on the “programming system” used to interpret the hypotheses. The 
arguments and results are presented in the context of two learning tasks that can be 
modeled in the above framework: scientific inquiry and first language acquisition. 
Section 1.1 contains a description of how scientific inquiry could be modeled as 
machine identification in the limit of computer programs for computable functions. In 
Section 1.2, we describe how first language acquisition can be modeled as machine 
identification in the limit of grammars for recursively enumerable languages. Section 
1.3 contains motivation for studying size restrictions in both the models. 
1 .l. A model for scientiJic inquiry 
Consider a scientist S investigating a real-world phenomenon F. S performs 
experiments on F, noting the result of each experiment, while simultaneously conjec- 
turing a succession of candidate explanations for F. A criterion of success is for S to 
eventually conjecture an explanation which S never gives up and which explanation 
correctly explains F. 
Since we never measure a continuum of possibilities, we could treat S as performing 
discrete experiments x on F and receiving back experimental resultsf(x). By suitable 
Godel numbering, we may treat thef, associated with F, as a function from N, the set 
of natural numbers, into N. Then, a complete and predictive explanation of F is just 
a computer program for computingf: 
Thus, replacing the ever experimenting S with a machine in the above scenario 
yields a plausible model for scientific inquiry -algorithmic identification in the limit of 
programs for computable functions from their graphs. This is essentially the theme of 
inductive inference studied by Gold [lo]. 
1.2. A model for jirst language acquisition 
Motivated by psycholinguistic studies which conclude that children are rarely, if 
ever, informed of grammatical errors, Gold [lo] introduced a seminal notion of 
identijcation as a model for first language acquisition. According to this paradigm, 
a child C (modeled as a machine) receives (in arbitrary order) all the well-defined 
sentences, a text, of a language L, and simultaneously, conjectures a succession of 
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grammars. A criterion of success is for C to eventually conjecture a grammar for 
L which grammar C never gives up thereafter. 
Languages are sets of sentences and a sentence is a finite object; the set of all 
possible sentences can be coded into N. Hence, languages may be construed as subsets 
of N. A grammar for a language is a set of rules that generates (or equivalently accepts 
[ It]) the language; such grammars are, in some cases, referred to as type 0 grammars. 
Languages for which a grammar exists are called recursively enumerable. Henceforth, 
we work under the assumption that natural languages fall into the class of recursively 
enumerable languages.’ 
Thus, replacing the child machine by an arbitrary machine in the above language 
learning scenario, we have a plausible model for language acquisition ~ algorithmic 
identification in the limit of grammars for recursively enumerable languages from 
their texts. This is essentially Gold’s influential language learning paradigm discussed, 
for example, by Pinker [19], Wexler and Culicover [29], Wexler [28], and Osherson 
et al. [lS]. 
1.3. Motivations for study of program size restrictions 
A drawback of the two learning models presented above is that there are no 
restrictions placed on the size of the programs/grammars inferred in the limit. We 
present, below, arguments, both for scientific inquiry and first language acquisition, 
motivating the desirability of placing size restrictions on the final explanations 
conjectured by learning machines. 
1.3.1. Scientljic inquiry 
To begin with, “small” size explanations satisfy a variant of Occam’s Razor’ 
- a heuristic about the desirability of parsimony. Succinct theories or explanations are 
many times likely to be understood with less effort; thus, in these cases they facilitate 
smooth dissemination of scientific information -an important aspect of the practice of 
science. 
A case for the desirability of succinctness in explanations of phenomena can also be 
made by arguing that useful explanations are such that the relevant features of the 
phenomena are brought out instead of being inundated in a sea of irrelevant informa- 
tion. This may be illustrated in the light of an anti-reductionist argument of Putnam 
1 See Langendoen and Postal [lS] for an opposing viewpoint. 
‘Entia nonsunt muitipliconda, prater necessitarem: attributed to the medieval philosopher William of 
Ockham. However, Thorburn [26] raises some doubts as to whether William of Ockham ever used the 
above expression to express his Critique of Entities, and writes in [27], “The Metaphysical (or Method- 
ological) Law of Parsimony (or Logical Frugality), indicated but not very distinctly expressed by Aristotle, 
was fully and finally established, not by Ockham, but by his teacher Duns Scotus .“_ According to 
Thorburn [27], the terminology, Occam’s Razor, seems to have first appeared in 1852 in the work of Sir 
William Ha&ton. Moody [17] provides a study of the philosophy of William of Ockham. 
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[20]. Although, Putnam’s example is in the context of his argument for the indepen- 
dent significance of higher-level sciences like psychology and sociology, therein lies 
a strong case for a meaningful explanation to be succinct. Putnam argues that, 
although, laws of higher-level sciences can be reduced to the laws of lower level 
sciences - biology, chemistry, and ultimately elementary particle physics, these reduc- 
tions are often uninformative, intractable, and mostly not interesting. Clearly, the lack 
of succinctness in these reduced explanations is one important reason why they fail to 
provide any significant insight into the phenomena associated with the higher- 
level sciences. 
However, the desirability of learning succinct explanations has a sobering side to it. 
Most learning criteria with the additional requirement of inferring succinct explana- 
tions pay a price of decreased inferring power. 
1.3.2. Language acquisition 
In the case of an algorithmic device inferring a grammar for a recursively enumer- 
able language, the size of the final stabilized grammar can be very “large”. This poses 
a difficulty for Gold’s paradigm to be a model of language acquisition. We describe 
this problem in the context of a child modeled as a machine.3 The human head is of 
bounded size. A simple result from computability theory tells us that any recursively 
enumerable language can be generated by infinitely many syntactically distinct 
grammars whose size is bigger than any prespecified bound on the size of a child’s 
head. A child learning a language, hence, must converge to a grammar which fits in its 
finite size head. This of course assumes that human brain storage is not magic, 
admitting of infinite regress, etc. An interesting complexity restriction to make, then, 
on the final grammar converged to in the limit is that it be of “small” size. It should of 
course be noted that there exist recursively enumerable languages for which even the 
minimal size grammar is larger than any prespecified bound on the size of the human 
head. 
Our main concern, in the present paper, is to study the dependence of these size 
restricted learning criteria on the underlying “programming system” in which a learn- 
ing machine’s conjectures are interpreted. A few words on programming systems is in 
order. An acceptable programming system [23,24, 163 is (by definition) one such that 
there are effective translations back and forth between it and a standard Turing 
machine formalism. It is also referred to as acceptable numbering. Rogers [23] has 
shown that any two acceptable programming systems are computably isomorphic; in 
other words, programs written in one acceptable programming system are simply an 
algorithmic renaming of programs written in another acceptable programming sys- 
tem. Case [21,22,25] showed that acceptable programming systems are characterized 
as those in which every control structure is implementable. All general purpose 
programming languages are essentially acceptable programming systems. 
3 These motivations for succinctness in language learning are based on discussions with John Case. 
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Our study builds on previous work by Freivalds [S], Chen [6,7], Kinber [12, 131 
and Case and Chi [4]. 
We now proceed formally. Section 2 introduces notation and relevant notions from 
recursive function theory. Preliminary concepts from theory of inductive inference are 
described in Section 3. Results occupy Sections 4-7. 
2. Notation 
Recursive-theoretic concepts not explained below are treated in [24]. 
N denotes the set of natural numbers, (0, 1,2,3, . ..}. and N+ denotes the set of 
positive integers, { 1,2,3,. . . ). E, c, and c denote, respectively, membership, contain- 
ment, and proper containment for sets (including sets of ordered pairs). 
*denotes unbounded but jinite; we assume (V nEN) [n < * <co]. a and b, with or 
without decorations, range over (Nu(*)) and (N+u{*}), respectively. Generally, 
e, i, j, k, 1, m, n, x, y, z range over N. 
We let D,P, S, with or without decorations, range over subsets of N. card(P) 
denotes the cardinality of P. So then, “card(P) d *” means that card(P) is finite. 
min(P) and max(P), respectively, denote the minimum and maximum element in P. 
We take min(8) to be undefined and max(8) to be 0. 
f; g, h and sometimes p, q, r, and v range over total functions. On many occasions, we 
will use g and p to range over N, where g will be construed as a grammar and p will be 
construed as a program; such usage will be clear from context. q and 5 range over 
partial functions. W denotes the class of all recursive functions, i.e. total computable 
functions with arguments and values from N. &?‘+ denotes the class of all total 
computable functions with arguments from N and values from N+. Y and %? range 
over subsets of &?. For a~(Nu{*}), q1 =“q2 means that card({xJ~,(x)#g,(x)})ga. 
domain(q) and range(q), respectively, denote the domain and range of partial 
function ye. 
L, with or without decorations, ranges over subsets of N which subsets are usually 
construed as codings of formal languages. d denotes the class of all recursively 
enumerable (r.e.) languages. We let _Y, with or without decorations, range over subsets 
of b. LIAL2 denotes (L, - L2)u(L, - L,), the symmetric difference of L1 and L2. For 
a~Nu{*}, L1 =“Lz means that card(L,AL,)<u. 
We let $,$I, and $” range over acceptable programming systems for the partial 
recursive functions: N+N. $, denotes the partial recursive function computed by 
$-program p. W$ denotes domain( W$ is, then, the r.e. set/language (EN) 
accepted (or equivalently, generated) by the $-program p. We let Y be an arbitrary 
Blum complexity measure [2] associated with acceptable programming system $; 
such measures exist for any acceptable programming system [2]. Then, Wt.” denotes 
the set {x Ix<s A Yi(x)ds}. In general, given a computable function f and an r.e. 
language L, minprogram, (f) denotes min( { p / t+!~,=f }); mingrammar* (L) denotes 
min( { p 1 W$= L)}. For a large part of this document, we will use a fixed acceptable 
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programming system, which we will denote by cp. We will sometimes drop the mention 
of 40 from W;, W?,“, minprogram,(f), and mingrammar,(L). 
Let Ax, y. (x, y) denote a fixed pairing function (a recursive, bijective mapping: 
N x N+N) [24]. Ax,y.(x,y) and its inverses are useful to simulate the effect of 
having multiple argument functions in an acceptable programming system $. 
SE N is said to represent the set {(x, y) ( (x, yv)~S}. SE N is called single valued just 
in case S represents a function. A single-valued set is said to be single-valued total 
(abbreviated: svt) just in case the function it represents is total. 
For any predicate Q, pn.[Q(n)] denotes the minimum integer n such that Q(n) is 
true if such an n exists; it is 0 otherwise. 
The quantifiers “?” and “?” mean ‘for all but finitely many” and “there exist 
infinitely many,” respectively. The quantifier “I!” means “there exists a unique”. 
3. Preliminaries 
Our study is about machine inference of two kinds of objects: computable functions 
and recursively enumerable languages. In most of the exposition to follow, we will 
discuss a notion for function inference first, and then describe an analogous notion for 
language learning. 
3.1. Learning machines 
In Definition 3.1 we formally introduce what we mean by a machine that learns 
a function and in Definition 3.3 we do the same for a machine that learns a language. 
For any recursive functionfand any natural number n, we letf[n] denote the finite 
initial segment { (x,f(x)) ( x < n}. Clearly,f[O] denotes the empty sequence. Let SEG 
denote the set of all finite initial segments. 
Definition 3.1 (Gold [lo]). A function learning machine is an algorithmic device 
which computes a mapping from SEG into N. 
We now consider language learning machines. Definition 3.2 introduces a notion 
that facilitates discussion about elements of a language being fed to a learning 
machine. 
Definition 3.2. A sequence o is a mapping from an initial segment of N into (Nu{ #}). 
The content of a sequence c, denoted by content(o), is the set of natural numbers in the 
range of c. Length of 0, denoted by 1 o 1, is the number of elements in 0. 
Intuitively, #‘s represent pauses in the presentation of data. Let SEQ denote 
the set of all sequences. We let cr and z, with or without decorations, range over 
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sequences. o1 0 IS~ denotes the concatenation of a1 and c2, where c = r~i 0 cr2 is defined 
as follows: 
a(x)= 
if 
.IglI) if 
I; 
Definition 3.3. A language learning machine is an algorithmic device which computes 
a mapping from SEQ into N. 
SEG can be coded onto N. Also, SEQ can be coded onto N. Thus, in both 
Definitions 3.1 and 3.3, we are essentially dealing with machines that take as input 
natural numbers at a time, and which from time to time, output natural numbers. 
Henceforth, we will refer to both function learning machines and language learning 
machines as just learning machines. We let M, with or without superscripts, range 
over learning machines (we reserve M with subscripts to denote learning machines in 
a special kind of enumeration described at the end of Section 3.2). 
3.2, Fundamental learning paradigms 
3.2.1. Function inference 
In Definition 3.4, we spell out what it means for a learning machine to converge in 
the limit on a function. 
Definition 3.4. Suppose M is a learning machine and f is a computable function. 
M(f)_l (read: M(f) converges) o (jp)(‘dm n) [M(f[n])=p]. If M(f)J, then M(f) is 
defined = the unique p such that (‘dmn) [M(f(n))=p]; otherwise M(f) is said to be 
undefined. 
We now introduce a criterion for a learning machine to be successful on a function. 
Definition 3.5(a) introduces Ex-identification, a criterion for successful inference of 
functions. The class Ex, referred to as the inferring power of Ex-identification, is 
described in Definition 5.5(b). 
Definition 3.5. (Gold [lo]). (a) M Ex-ident$es f (written: feEx(M)) e 
VP I cp,=f) Cwm = PI. 
(b) Ex=(~~((3M)[%‘~Ex(M)}. 
Intitutively, Ex is a set-theoretic summary of the capability of various learning 
machines to Ex-identify entire collections of recursive functions. 
The criterion introduced in Definition 3.5, along with its inferring power, is 
implicitly parameterized by the choice of acceptable programming system in which 
programs conjectured by the learning machine are interpreted. A reason for not 
explicitly mentioning the acceptable programming system is that the class Ex is 
independent of the choice of the underlying acceptable programming system. 
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3.3. Language learning 
Definition 3.6. A text Tfor a language L is a mapping from N into (NW{ # >) such that 
L is the set of natural numbers in the range of T. The content of a text T, denoted 
content(T), is the set of natural numbers in the range of T. 
Intuitively, a text for a language is an enumeration or sequential presentation of all 
the objects in the language with the #‘s representing pauses in the listing or 
presentation of such objects. For example, the only text for the empty language is just 
an infinite sequence of #‘s. 
We let T, with or without superscripts, range over texts. T[n] denotes the finite 
sequence of T with length n. Hence, domain( T [n]) = {x 1 x < n}. 
In Definition 3.7, we spell out what it means for a learning machine to converge in 
the limit on a text. 
Definition 3.7. Suppose M is a learning machine and T is a text. M( T)J (read: M(T) 
converges) o (Ip)(ldmn) [M( T[n])=p]. If M( T)J, then M(T) is defined = the 
unique p such that (7,) [M( T[n])=p]; otherwise M(T) is said to be 
undefined. 
We now introduce a criterion for a learning machine to be successful on a language. 
Based on psycholinguistic studies of first language acquisition in children, Gold [lo] 
proposed a criterion of success called identification which we refer to as TxtEx- 
identijkation following Case and Lynes [S]. 
Definition 3.8 (Gold [lo]). (a) M TxtEx-ident$es L (written: LETxtEx(M)) o (for all 
texts Tfor L)(3pl W’,=L)[M(T)J=p]. 
(b) TxtEx= {Y;PI(3M) [6PcTxtEx(M)}. 
The language learning criteria introduced in Definition 3.8, along with its inferring 
power, is implicitly parameterized by the choice of acceptable programming system 
in which grammars conjectured by the learning machine are interpreted. A reason 
for not explicitly mentioning the acceptable programming system is that the 
class TxtEx is independent of the choice of the underlying acceptable programming 
system. 
It is easy to observe that there exists a recursive enumeration MO, Ml, . . . of 
learning machines such that, for all the criteria of inference Z discussed in this paper 
(including Ex and TxtEx) the following two properties hold. 
(1) {Z(Mi)IiEN}={Z(M)IMis a learning machine}. 
(2) For each i, there exist infinitely many j such that, Z(Mi)=Z(Mj). 
We assume and make use of such an enumeration, MO, Ml, . . ., in several of the proofs 
in the paper without explicitly mentioning it. 
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4. Strictly minimal identification 
A natural restriction to make on the size of the final program/grammar is to require 
that it be of minimal size. In the context of function inference, such a notion was first 
studied by Freivalds [S]. Definition 4.1 describes this criterion and its inferring power. 
Definition 4.1 (Freiualds [S], Kinber [12]). (a) A4 Mine-identijes f (written: 
fEMin,(M)) o (\dmn)[M(f[n])=minprogramJ,(f)]. 
(b) Min,={Y)(!lM)[Y GMin,(M)]}. 
Proposition 4.2 implies that there exists an acceptable programming system in 
which a single learning machine can identify the minimal program for some infinite 
collection of recursive functions. 
Proposition 4.2. (31++)(3Y ( card(Y) is infinite and 9’ is an r.e. class of func- 
tions) [YEMin,]. 
Proof. Let Y = { f&$? 1 (Vx > 0) [f(x) = 0] }. Clearly, Y is an r.e. class and card(Y) is 
co. Consider the acceptable programming system I/ defined below. Note that cp is our 
standard acceptable programming system. 
begin {Definition of pi} 
if i is odd 
then 
$i=‘P(i-1)/Z 
else 
$i Co) = Vi/Z toI; 
tvx >O) CIcli(x)=ol 
endif 
end (Definition of $i} 
Clearly, II/ is an acceptable programming system. A machine M Mine-identifies each 
f&' by searching for the minimum even i such that pi =f (0). 0 
With a view to characterize Mine-identification, Freivalds [8] introduced an 
interesting technical notion called limit standardizability with a recursive estimate 
(abbreviated: LSR). This notion, described in Definition 4.3 was later generalized by 
Chen [6, 73. 
Definition 4.3 (Freivalds [S]). 9’ is limiting standardizable with a recursive estimate 
(written: YELSR) iff there exist recursive functions g and v such that, for all f&Y and 
kN, if (Pi=f, then 
(a) lim,,, g(i, n) exists and (Prim._, g(i, n) =f, 
(b) for all j, if qj=f; then lim,,, g(i, n) =lim,,, g( j, n), 
(c) card({g(i,n)(nEN))<u(i). 
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The notion of LSR above is implicitly parameterized by the choice of acceptable 
programming system; explicit parametrization is not called for because it is easy to 
verify that the class LSR is independent of the choice of acceptable programming 
system. We write 9’ G LSR( g, u) iff the recursive functions g and u witness as above 
that YELSR. Intuitively,4 the role of g in the definition of LSR is to provide a limiting 
recursive solution to a special case of the program equivalence problem 
(Kx>~)Icpx=(~yH h w ere the programs compute functions in 9’; also, u places some 
extra constraints on how g reaches its limit. Freivalds [8] used the notion of LSR to 
show the following characterization of Minti-identification. 
Theorem 4.4. (Freiualds [8]). (V’Y) [(&I$) [YEMin,] o Y@ExnLSR)]. 
We study a language learning criterion analogous to Mine-identification. Defini- 
tion 4.5 precisely defines the criterion of minimal grammar identification and its 
inferring power. 
Definition 4.5. (a) M TxtMin@-identijies L (written: LETxtMin,(M)) iff (for all texts 
T for L) (7 n) [M( T[n]) = mingrammarJL)]. 
(b) TxtMin,=(Y I (3M)[2’i~TxtMin,(M)]}. 
Proposition 4.6 shows that there exists an acceptable programming system in which 
a single learning machine can identify the minimal grammar for some infinite collec- 
tion of r.e. languages. 
Proposition 4.6. (3$)&Y ) card( {L&’ ( card(L) is 00)) is injinite and 2 is an r.e. class 
of languages) [9ETxtMinti]. 
Proof. Let dp= (L is single valued total((Vx>O) [ (x, O)EL]}. Consider the accept- 
able programming system $ defined below. Note that cp is our standard acceptable 
programming system. 
begin {Definition of IV?} 
if i is odd 
then 
let IV? = WJ_ 1J,2 
else 
let ~t=C{(O,~)ly~~}n~~~luC~(x,O)lx~0)1 
endif 
end {Definition of Wt } 
4This interpretation was brought to our attention by John Case. 
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Clearly, II/ is an acceptable programming system. A machine M TxtMit+identifies 
each Le.2 by searching for the minimum even i such that ((0, y) 1 ~EN}~L= 
((0, y> I yEN}n f+?. 0 
With an intention of extending the work of Freivalds to the context of language 
learning, Case and Chi [4] introduced TxtLSR (Definition 4.7), a notion analogous 
to LSR. 
Definition 4.7 (Case and Chi [4]). 9 is text limiting standardizable with recursive 
estimate (written: YgTxtLSR) iff there exist recursive functions g and v such that, for 
all LET and iEN, if Wi= L then 
(a) lim,,, g(i, PZ) exists and Wlim,_,g(i,n)=L, 
(b) for all j, if Wj= L, then lim,,, g(i, n) =limn_3a g(j, n), 
(c) card({g(i,n)InENj)du(i). 
We write 9 E TxtLSR (g, v) iff the recursive functions g and v witness as above that 
_!ZeTxtLSR. It is easy to verify that the class TxtLSR is acceptable programming 
system independent. Intuitively, the role of g in the definition of TxtLSR is to 
indirectly provide a limiting recursive solution to a special case of the grammar 
equivalence problem ({(x, y} 1 W, = W,,}) where the grammars generate languages in 
9; also, u places some extra constraints on how g reaches its limit. 
Analogous to Freivalds’ characterization of Min, described in Theorem 4.4, we 
characterize TxtMin, in terms of TxtEx and TxtLSR. A proof similar to Freivalds’ 
proof of Theorem 4.4 is sufficient if we only wish to characterize minimal grammar 
identification of infinite languages. However, a modification of Freivalds’ proof 
technique, which modification handles finite languages, yields a complete character- 
ization of TxtMin,-identification as stated in Theorem 4.8. 
Theorem 4.8. (V_Y) [(!I$) [YETxtMin,] o Y@TxtExnTxtLSR)]. 
Proof. Let 2 be given. We first show that (3$)[Y~TxtMin~]=[2?~TxtEx 
A YETxtLSR]. 
Let $ be an acceptable programming system such that ZgTxtMir+. Clearly, 
P’cTxtEx. We exhibit recursive functions g and v that witness YETxtLSR. 
Let rl be a recursive function reducing $-indices to q-indices. Let r2 be a recursive 
function reducing q-indices to $-indices. Let learning machine M TxtMin$-identify 
2’. Let T’ denote a text uniformly formed from WY. Define v(i)=r2(i)+ 1 and 
g(i, n) = 
r,(M(T’[n])) if M(Ti[n])<r2(i), 
r1 (0) otherwise. 
Clearly, for all i, card( { g(i, n) ) HEN}) <rr,(i)+ 1 =v(i). Now, if LE_Y and Wr=L, 
then lim n.+m M(Ti[n])=mingrammarti(L)dr2(i). Hence, lim,,,g(i, n)=rl (min- 
grammar,(L)), which is a q-grammar for L. This proves one direction of the theorem. 
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We now show that [Y’ETxtEx A YeTxtLSR]+$) [_YeTxtMinti]. Let learning 
machine M TxtEx-identity 9 and let g and u witness that P’ETxtLSR (without loss of 
generality, assume that for all x, u(x)3 1). We describe an acceptable programming 
system $ such that _YETxtMin@. Without loss of generality, let 
(Vi) [card( { g(i, n) ( n~iV})<o(i)]. To facilitate the description of $, we define a series 
of functions ‘I, p, 5, ql, and q2 below. 
Let q, a partial recursive function, be defined as follows: 
g(i, k), where k is the least integer such that 
y(i,j)= 
i 
card({g(i,n)/ndk})=j+l, 
T otherwise. 
Intuitively, y(i, j) is the (j+ 1)th grammar output by g on i. Clearly, q(i, j) is 
undefined for j>u(i). By the s-m-n theorem [24], there exists a recursive function 
p such that ?V&,,, is as follows: 
begin (Definition of W&,,,} 
go to stage 0; 
begin (Stage s} 
if card({nl g(m, n)=m})bs 
then 
enumerate IV@*‘. 
go to stage sZ 1’ 
endif 
end {Stage s} 
end {Definition of W;(,,,, > 
Hence, for any language LEA?, for any q-grammar i for L, W$i,= L if i is the 
limiting value of g on any q-grammar for L; otherwise IVzci, is a finite set. 
Let &,j)=&(i,j)). 
For any LEE, for any q-grammar i for L, W~(i,j) = L if the limiting value of g on i is 
the (j+ 1)th grammar output by g. 
We now define the acceptable programting system $. For ease in describing $, we 
first define two increasing recursive functions q1 and q2. 
41(i)=C,,j,,(U(j)+ 119 
q2(i)=q1(i+1)-1. 
Intuitively, N is divided into segments of length u(0) + 1, u( 1) + 1, . . . , etc. q1 (i) and 
q2(i) denote the endpoints of the ith segment. 
begin {Definition of W$} 
if i=q,(k) for some k 
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then 
let fl= Wf 
(This makes $ acceptable.} 
else 
letj=min({k) q2(k)>i}); 
let l-i-ql(j); 
if <(j, 01 
then 
let I@ = We, j, 1) 
endif 
endif 
end {Definition of WY} 
Clearly, $ is an acceptable programming system since q-indices could be reduced to 
&indices by the recursive function q2. We now define a two-argument recursive 
function ConvProg which for any j such that WEEP’, converges to a $-grammar for 
WT, i.e. lim,,, ConvProg(j, n) exists and is equal to a $-grammar for WT. Moreover, 
if WJ’ is infinite, then lim,,, ConvProg(j, n) is equal to the minimal $-grammar 
for WY. 
begin {Definition of ConvProg(j, n)} 
{We first define two values m, and VI*.} 
{Recall from Section 2 that ,~n. [Q(n)] is 0 if no minimum n exists such that Q(n) is 
true. > 
m,=pi.[(i<g(j, n))A(Ik<u(i))[r](i, k)l=g(j, n) in bn steps]]; 
m2=~k.C(k<u(m,))A(?(ml, k)l=g(j, n) in <n steps)]; 
ConvProg(j, n) = q1 (ml) +m2 
end (Definition of ConvProg(j, n)} 
Claim 4.9. Zf WTE_Y, then lim,,, ConvProg(j, n) exists. Moreover, lim,,, Conv- 
Prog(j, n) is a $-grammar for WY. 
Proof of Claim 4.9. Since lim,,, g( j, n) exists, let lim,,, g( j, n)= 1. Let 
m;=,ui.[(idl)A(3k<u(i))[tl(i, k)J=l]] 
and 
m; = pk. [(k < v(m;)) A (q(m;, k)J = l)]. 
Clearly, Em,,, ConvProg(j, n) = q1 (m;) + m;. Also, W$(mi)+mi= W~~mi,mi)’ 
W&cmSl, mj)) = W&, = Wf = Wr (by definition of p, v, $, 5). The claim follows. 0 
Claim 4.10. 
[W~~_YAcard(~)=co]=[lirn,+, ConvProg(j, n) = mingrammar* ( WT)]. 
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Proof of Claim 4.10. Let g on any grammar for LES? converge to gL. Let j be 
a cp grammar for an infinite LES?. Thus, for large enough II, g(j, n) =gL. Clearly, 
Wi?,,,= W:L= L (by definition of p). Now, we have the following: 
(1)(~k,~lq,(k)~~<q,(k))CCW~iisfinitelVCEw~=w~~~,,-,,~,,,=w~~,~,,,-,,~,,,,= 
w _ s(k,I q1(k))l A Ccard({n I dv(k, l-ql(k)L n)=rl(k, l-q,(k)))) is infinite111 (by def- 
inition of *, p, 4, q). 
(2) Let m’l=,ui.[(idgL)A(3k<v(i))[g(i, k)l=gL]] and m;=pi.[(i<v(m’l))A 
(r(mi, i)J =gL)]. Clearly, for all i < m;, Wr = W$2ci) # L (otherwise, by definition of 
g and y there would be a k<v(i) such that q(i, k)=g,). 
From (1) and (2) we have that ql(m;)+m; is the minimal $-grammar for Wj”= L. 
Hence, ConvProg(g(j, n), n) converges to the minimal $-grammar for WJ’. This 
proves the claim. 0 
We now describe a machine M’ that TxtMin,-identifies $P. 
begin {Definition of M’(T[n])} 
if (3idConvProg(M(T[n]), n))[W~‘“=content(T[n])] 
then 
output ~F1.[(idConvProg(M(T(n]), n))A W~‘“=content(T[n])] 
else 
output ConvProg(M(T[n]), n) 
endif 
end {Definition of M’(T[n])} 
Given any text Tfor LEE’, let no be so large that (Vn>n,) [M(T[n])=M(T[no])]. 
Let ni >no be so large that (Vn3n,)[ConvProg(M(T), n)=ConvProg(M(T), ni)]. 
Clearly, such no, ni exist. We now have following two cases: 
Case 1: card(L)=a. 
In this case, by Claim 4.10, ConvProg(M( T), n) converges to the minimal e 
grammar for L. Let n2 >nl be so large that (Vn3nnz)(Vi<ConvProg(M( T), 
ni)) [ W~~“$Zcontent(~[n])V content(T[n]) $ Wt*n]. Clearly, such an n2 exists. Thus, 
for all n>n2, M outputs ConvProg((M(T), nl)) - the minimal $-grammar for L. 
Case 2: Card (L) is finite. 
In this case, by Claim 4.9, ConvProg(M( T), n,) converges to a grammar for L in 
$-programming system. Let j d ConvProg(M( T), n,) be the minimal +-grammar for L. 
By construction of h4’, for large enough n, A4’ outputs j. This proves the theorem. 0 
5. Nearly minimal identification 
Freivalds [S] considered Ex-identification of programs which are of minimal size 
modulo a recursive (fudge) factor, i.e. the programs inferred are nearly minimal size. 
Definition 5.1 describes this notion. 
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Definition 5.1. (Freivalds [8], Chen [7]). (a) Let heW. M h-Mex$-identijies Y (written: 
Yz:h-Mex+(M)) 0 (tlf~y)CM(f)-l A $M(.I)=~ AM(f)dh(mjnprogram,(f))l. 
(b) Let hgB. h-Mex+={IY I (3M)[94ph-Mex,(M)]j. 
(c) Mexj, = {Y I(3kB) [YEh-Mex*] >. 
Intuitively, a learning machine M h-Mex,-identifies Y iff for each &9’, M Ex- 
identifiesfin the acceptable programming system $, and the final stabilized output of 
M onfis no bigger than h(minprogram, (f)). It is easy to verify that for any $ and $‘, 
Mex, = Mex,,, . hence, we will refer to Mex, as just Mex. 
Freivalds showed an interesting result about h-Mex+-identification described in 
Theorem 5.2. Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 4.2 imply Corollary 5.3, which says that 
the inferring power of Min,-identification is dependent on the choice of acceptable 
programming system II/. 
Theorem 5.2 (Freivalds [S]). (VkS? 1 (Vx)[h(x)~x])(3$)(VY)[Y~h-Mex+ o 
card(Y) < co]. 
Corollary 5.3 (Freivalds [S]). (3$‘, $“) [Min,, # Min,,,]. 
Case and Chi [4] considered an analog of nearly minimal identification in the 
context of language learning; Definition 5.4 introduces this notion. 
Definition 5.4 (Case and Chi [4]). (a) Let h~9R M h-TxtMex,-identifies 9 (written: 
YGk-TxtMex,(M)) o (V,k_Y) (V texts T for L)[M(T)JA W$&=LA M(T),< 
h(mingrammar,(L))] J. 
(b) Let he.%?. h-TxtMex,= (9 I (WI) [_YEh-TxtMex,(M)]}. 
(c) TxtMex@= {Y ( (3heW) [YEA-TxtMex,]}. 
Intuitively, a learning machine A4 h-TxtMex@-identifies Y iff for each L in 9, 
MTxtEx-identifies L in the acceptable programming system $, and for each text Tfor 
L the final stabilized output of M on T is no bigger than h(mingrammar,(L)). It is 
easy to verify that for any rfi and $‘, TxtMex$=TxtMex#,; hence, we will refer to 
TxtMex, as just TxtMex. 
We are able to show in Theorem 5.5 a language learning analog of Freivalds’ result 
(Theorem 5.2). It should be noted that Theorem 5.5 does not hold if * in the statement 
of theorem is replaced by o. 
Theorem 5.5. (Vhe9)(3$)(V_Y) [_YEh-TxtMexti * card({L I LE_YAcard(L) is CO}) 
< W-J. 
Proof. Let h be as given in the hypothesis of the theorem. Without loss of generality, 
we can assume that h is increasing. We now define an acceptable programming system 
$ such that if YEh-TxtMex+ then 9’ has only a finite number of infinite languages. 
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To facilitate the description of $, we first define two recursive functions g1 and g2. But, 
first we have the following notation: 
Let H’(i)=& H(i)=h(i)+ 1. For j82, let Hj(i)=Hj-‘(H(i)). 
g1(0)=0, 
g2(i)=Hi+2(g1(i)+l), 
For any j, SEN, let a; denote a finite sequence uniformly formed from j and s such 
that the following two conditions hold. 
(i) content (a;) = WITH, 
(ii) aj” c a; + I. 
begin {Definition of fl} 
(1) if i=gl(k+ 1) for some kg0 
then 
let W$= @; 
exit 
{This makes $ acceptable.} 
endif; 
(2) letj=min({kIg,(k+l)~i}); let S=(Hk(gI(j)+l)IOdk<(j+l)); 
{Note that S contains j + 2 elements each H apart.} 
if i$S 
then 
let @=8 
else 
go to stage 0; 
{I+$’ will either be finite or equal to WT > 
begin {stage s} 
if there exists k< j such that Mk(ajs)=i 
then 
go to stage s+ 1 
else 
enumerate WY,‘; 
go to stage s+ 1 
endif 
end {stage .s} 
endif 
end {Definition of Wf > 
Claim 5.6. For any i, Wf is either jinite or equal to WT, where j= 
min((klgI(k+1)3i}). 
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Proof of Claim 5.6. Wf can be infinite either due to step 1 or the enumeration 
by infinitely many stages in step 2. In both cases, @= WT, where 
j=min({kIg,(k+1)3i}). q 
Claim 5.7. Let card(L)= co. Then, 
g1 (mingrammar,(L)) < mingrammar*(L) d gi (mingrammar,(L) + 1). 
Proof of Claim 5.7. Clear from Claim 5.6 and step 1 in the construction of 
Wf above. 0 
Now suppose by way of contradiction that some machine Mk h-TxtMex,-identifies 
_F’ which contains infinitely many infinite languages. Consider an infinite language 
LEZ such that mingrammar,(L)=j>k. By Claim 5.7, we have g,(j)<mingram- 
mar,(L) Qg, (j+ 1). Clearly, T= u sGN oj” is a text for L. Assume that M,(T)>g, (j) 
(otherwise Mk does not TxtEx-identify L). We now consider the following three cases. 
Case 1: Mk on Tconverges to a grammar i~S=(Hk(g,(j)+l)IO<kd(j+l)). 
In this case, by construction, @ is finite, and thus, Mk does not h-TxtMex,- 
identify L. 
Case 2: Mk on T converges to a grammar i such that g1 (j) < i <gl (j+ 1) and 
i$S={Hk(gl(j)+ 1) lO<k<(j+ l)}. 
In this case, WY=@, and thus, Mk does not h-TxtMex,-identify L. 
Case 3: Not case 1 and not case 2. 
Consider S= {Hk(gl(j)+ 1) ( OQk<(j+ l)}. Since cardinality of S is j+2, and there 
are only j+ 1 machines M,,, j’< j, at least for one icS we have @= q = L. Also, for 
each icS, h(i)<gl(j+ 1). Thus, Mk does not converge to within h of the minimal 
$-grammar for L. 
The above cases prove Theorem 5.5. 0 
Using techniques developed in Theorem 4.8, it is easy to verify that if _YETxtEx and 
card({LEY 1 card(L)= co})< co, then for all I,+, YeTxtMin,. 
Corollary 5.8 follows from Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 4.6, and it says that 
TxtMin*-identification is dependent on the choice of acceptable programming system 
$ - a seemingly discouraging result as it precludes the study of TxtMin,-identification 
as an interesting criterion of language learning. 
Corollary 5.8. (3$‘, II/“) [TxtMin$. # TxtMir+]. 
Before we move on to other kinds of program size restrictions, we investigate a few 
more characteristics of h-Mex,-identification and h-TxtMex*-identification criteria. 
Propositions 5.9 and 5.10 are simple observations about these criteria. 
Proposition 5.9. Suppose h&4? such that (Vx) [h(x)>x]. Then, (V$) [Ax. [h(x)- l]- 
MexJ, E h-Mex@]. 
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Proposition 5.10. Suppose h~92 such that (Vx) [h(x)>x]. Then, (Vtj) [Ax. [h(x)- l]- 
TxtMex, c h-TxtMex$]. 
An interesting question to ask is whether there are acceptable programming 
systems for which the containment in Propositions 5.9 and 5.10 is proper. Theorems 
5.11 and 5.17 imply that such acceptable programming systems exist. However, 
Theorems 5.23 and 5.24 imply that there exist acceptable programming systems for 
which this is not the case. 
Theorem 5.11. Let ho, hl, h2, . . . be an injinite r.e. sequence of distinct nondecreasing 
recursive functions such that (VX) [h,(x)>x]. Then, (3$)(Vi) [AX. [hi(x)- l]- 
MexJ, c hi-Mexe]. 
Proof. For this proof, without loss of generality, we assume that the standard 
acceptable programming system cp is such that there exists an infinite r.e. class of 
functions which can be Min,-identified; Proposition 4.2 allows us to make such an 
assumption. Let fO,fi, . . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct total recursive 
functions identifiable in the limit by minimal program in q-system, i.e. 
{fi 1 ieN}EMin,. 
Let ~i={f~i,j, ~~EIV}. We will use Yi to show that hi-Mex+#((ilx. [hi(x)- 
I])-Mex+. 
The function fc,,j, will be used to diagonalize against the learning machine Mj. 
To facilitate the description of acceptable programming system rl/, we first define 
recursive functions g 1, g2 below. 
s1(0)=0, 
gz(k)=max({h&,(k)), h,(gl(k)), . . ..h&~(k))I). 
We set up the programming system $ in such a way that for all i, for all but finitely 
many j, ICI-program hi(S1(minprogam,(f,,,j,))) computes fCi,jj. We use the numbers 
from g,(minprogram,(fC,,j,)) to hi(g,(minprogram,(f<,,,>)))- 1 for diagonalization. 
We now give a description of $. 
begin {Definition of $k(~)) 
execute the following steps until $k(x) is defined: 
(1) if k=g,(i)+ 1 for some i 
then 
let $k(X) = cPitxk 
exit 
{Note that this makes II/ an acceptable programming system.} 
endif; 
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(2) let lastfun=max((iIg,(i)6k}); 
if (vx’ d x) C9rastfun (X’UI A Vx’ <x1 r_4h(x’)II 
then 
proceed to step 3 
else 
diverge 
{Thus, here $&) is undefined.} 
endif 
(3) if (~iGx)WGx) CYL~~~~(X’)Z.L (41 
then 
let 4%) = (PI~~,~&); 
exit 
endif; 
(4) let j=min((i I (Vx’~x)Cf;(x’)=(Pla,tf,,(x’)I}); 
Letj,,j, be such that j=(j,, j,); 
if k=hjI(gr(lastfun)) 
then 
let &AX)= (PM&); 
exit 
endif; 
{Note that this would ensure IClh,,(LI,(mlnprogram,(f( ,,,, ,))) =fc ,,,, 2j ,} 
(5) if C(~X’~X) CV~~~~~&‘)J +.+‘)I1 V 
C~~~‘~~~CC~~~“~~‘~4n~ast~un~~~~~I~C~j~~fjC~’l~~~lll 
then 
let 4[1&) = 9hstfun (xl 
else 
diverge 
(Thus, here $k(~) is undefined.} 
endif 
end {Definition of tik(x)) 
Claim 5.12. $ is an acceptable programming system. 
Proof of Claim 5.12. Clearly, rl/ is a programming system, and ii. [g2(i)+ l] reduces 
9-indices to $-indices. Hence, ti is an acceptable programming system. 0 
Claim 5.13. (Vj)(Vk)C[g,(j)<k<gI(j+l)] * (v’x)[$k(x)=(Pj(x) V $k(x)Tll. 
Proof of Claim 5.13. Whenever @k(x) is defined in the above procedure, 
Iclk(X) = (Plastfun (x), where lastfun =max( (i 1 gl(i) ,< k}). The claim follows. 0 
Claim 5.14. (Vjl, j,) [[minprogram,(&j,,j2~)>jr] * CChj,(minprogram+(A,,,,,,)))2 
hj,(gl(minProgramv(f,j,,i,>)))l A CIClh,,(~,(minprogra~~(~~,,,,~~)))=~j,,,~)ll~ 
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Proof of Claim 5.14. Let minprogram,(f$,j,))>jl. It follows from Claim 5.13 
that 
which implies 
NOW, let k=h,,(g,(minprogram,(f,,,,j,,))). We need to show that $k=fcjl,,2). 
Suppose by way of contradiction that (3x) [$Jx)T] (if no such x exists then by Claim 
5.13 we will have $k =f<j,,j,>). Let x0 be the least such x. Now, ifj calculated in step 4 is 
equal to (j,, j,), then by the if statement at step 4, we have $k(~O)_l. Therefore, let 
j# (j,, j,). But, then in step 5, if condition will succeed, and thus, $,JxO)l, a contra- 
diction. Hence, (VX)[$~(X)~]. This proves the claim. 0 
Claim 5.15. (Vi) [YiViEhi-Mexe]. 
Proof of Claim 5.15. Let machine M Min,-identify {fi 1 ieN}. We define a machine IV’ 
as follows: M’(f[n])=hi(gl(M(f[n])))* By Claim 5.14, it follows that for allf,,,,, such 
that minprogram,(f(,,,)> i, M’ hi-Mex+-identifies fci,j). But, there are only finitely 
many j such thatf<,,j,EP’i and minprogram,(&,,,,) < i. Thus, M’ can easily be modified 
to hi-Mex$-identify 9i. 0 
Claim 5.16. (V’i) [.4Pi~(nX. [hi(x)- l])-Mex,]. 
Proof of Claim 5.16. Suppose by way of contradiction that machine 
Mj(ilX. [hi(x) - I])-Mex,-identifies hi. Without loss of generality, assume that min- 
program,( i (since, if Mj (J-x. [hi(X)- I])-Mex,-identifies ,4pi, then there are 
infinitely many machines that (Ax. [hi(x)- I])-Mex*-identify pi). Consider the func- 
tion f=f<i,j>EP’<. We show that Mj does not (AX. [hi(x)- I])-Mex,-identify f. This 
would prove the claim. 
Assume that Mj(f)J. >,g,(minprogram,(f)) (otherwise, by Claim 5.13, Mj does not 
Ex-identifyf). We consider the following two cases: 
Case 1: Mj on f converges to k, where g1 (minprogram,(f)) < k < hi(gl (minpro- 
gram,(f))). 
Let x’ be so large that 
(a) x’> c&j>, 
(b) (~~<(~,~))(~X<~‘)CS~~(X)Z~~,,)(X)I, 
(4 ~(3n>x’)CM(f[nl)#kl. 
Clearly, such an x’ exists. Now, for x=x’, if condition at steps 1, 3-5 in the 
construction of $ are not satisfied. Thus, tik(x’)f. Hence, in this case, Mj does not 
(2x. [hi(x) - I])-Mex$-identify f: 
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Case 2: Not case 1. 
In this case, Mj onfdoes not converge to k, =g,(minprogram,(f)). We claim that 
$ko =f: This would imply that A4j onfdoes not converge to a small enough program, 
and hence, Mj fails to (Ax. [hi(x) - l] )-Mexti-identify f: 
Suppose by way of contradiction, (3x) Il/kO(x)T (otherwise, by Claim 5.13 we would 
have rl/kO=f). Let x0 be the least such x. Since, if condition at step 2 succeeds, either 
$kO(xO) is defined before step 5, or it would be defined at step 5 (since if condition at 
step 5 would succeed). Thus, $ko(~O)Jr a contradiction. 
From the above two cases, it follows that Mj does not (Ax.[hi(x)- I])-Mex,- 
identifyfcYi. Hence, Yi$(;lx.[hi(x)- I])-Mex,. 0 
Theorem 5.11 follows from Claims 5.15 and 5.16. Cl 
The above proof of Theorem 5.11 can be adapted for single-valued total languages 
to show Theorem 5.17 - a language learning analog of Theorem 5.11. We give the 
details of such an adaptation. 
Theorem 5.17. Let ho, hl, hZ, . . . be an injinite r.e. sequence of distinct nondecreasing 
recursive functions such that (V X) [hi(x) > x]. Then (3 $) (Vi) [AX. [hi(x)- l]- 
TxtMex* c hi-TxtMex@]. 
Proof. For this proof, without loss of generality, we assume that the standard 
acceptable programming system cp is such that there exists an infinite r.e. class of 
single-valued total languages which can be TxtMin,-identified; proof of Proposition 
4.6 allows us to make such an assumption. 
Let L,,L1, . . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct svt languages identifiable in the 
limit by minimal grammar in the q-system, i.e. {Li 1 ieN} ETxtMin,. 
Let Yi={L<i,j) lj~N}. We will use _‘Zi to show that hi-TxtMexe#(Ax.[hi(x)- l])- 
TxtMex,,. The language L~i.j, will be used to diagonalize against the learning 
machine Mj. 
To facilitate the description of acceptable programming system $, we first define 
recursive functions gi, g2 below. 
92(k)=max((ho(gl(k)),h,(g,(k)), . . ..h&i(k)))). 
g,(k+ l)=gz(k)+2. 
Clearly, gi is an increasing recursive function. We set up the programming system 
$ in such a way that $-grammar hi(g,(mingrammar,(L(i,j,))) enumerates L~i,j). We 
use the numbers from g1 (mingrammar,(Lci, j,)) to hi(g1 (mingrammar,(Lci, j,)))- 1 
for diagonalization. We now give a description of $. Let Tj be a text for Lj, such that 
Tj[n] can be found effectively from j, n. 
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begin {Definition of Wt} 
(1) if k=g,(i)+ 1 for some i 
then 
let Wf= WF; 
exit 
{Note that this makes II/ an acceptable programming system.} 
else 
proceed to stage 0 
endif; 
begin (Stage x} 
(2) let lastlan=max({iIg,(i)dk}); 
(3) if(3w,y,z)CyfzA{(w,y), (w,z))~W;P~,;~~J 
then 
go to step 7 
{Note that nothing more gets enumerated in Wt.} 
endif; 
{Note that if W;Pastlan is not single valued, then W: is finite.} 
(4) ~~(~Y)C(~,Y)EW;P,,,,,,I 
then 
proceed to step 5 
else 
nothing more gets enumerated in Wt 
endif; 
{Note that steps 3 and 4 ensure that if WTastlan is not svt, then Wf is finite. 
(5) letj=min({i( W;Pa,:l,,ELi}); 
let j,,j, be such that j=(j,,j,); 
if k = hj, ( g1 (lastlan)) 
then 
enumerate WT;$,,, in Wt; 
go to stage x+ 1 
endif; 
{Note that this would ensure W~j,(g,(mingrammar,ri,,,,*~))) = hj, .jz> I 
(6) if CW)Cx’dW;P,,,,,, ~~~ll~C~~~‘~~~C~~~~~‘C~‘l~~~lll 
then 
enumerate W;Pa;,,,, in Wr; 
go to state x+ 1 
else 
nothing more gets enumerated in Wt. 
endif 
end {Stage x} 
(7) do not enumerate anything more in Wt 
end {Definition of Wt} 
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Claim 5.18. $ is an acceptable programming system. 
Proof of Claim 5.18. Clearly, $ is a programming system, and Ai.[gz(i)+ l] reduces 
q-indices to $-indices. Hence, $ is an acceptable programming system. 0 
Claim 5.19. (Vj)(Vk)C[gl(j)dk<g,(j+l)]~[W~E Wi]]. 
Proof of Claim 5.19. The procedure for W$ described above enumerates only subsets 
of WE&Ul) where lastlan = max( (i 1 g1 (i) d k}). The claim follows. 0 
Claim 5.20. (Vj,,j,)[[mingrammar,(L~j,,j,,)>jl]~[[hj,(mingrammar~(L~j,,j,,)) > 
hj,(g,(mingrammar,(L,j,,j,,)))l A CW’ h,,(g,(mlngrammar,(L,,,,,~, ~~~=L(j 3j2>lll~ 
Proof of Claim 5.20. Suppose the hypothesis, i.e. mingrammar,(L,j,,j,,)>jl. It fol- 
lows from Claim 5.19 that mingrammarti(Lcj,, jZ))>gl(mingrammar,(L(j,,jz,)), 
which implies hj,(mingrammar,(L~j, ,jz,))~ hj,(g, (mingrammar,(Lcj,,j,,))). 
NOW, let k = hi, (gl (mingrammar,(Ltjl,j,,))). We need to show that Wjf = L<j,,j,,. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that (3x) [ W~iiXngrammar,(L,,,,,~,) $ Wt] (if no such 
x exists then by Claim 5.19 we will have Wf= L~j,,j,)). Let x0 be the least such x. 
Now, ifj calculated in step 5 of stage x0 is equal to (j,,j,), then by the if statement at 
step 5 we have W~i~~rammar,(L,,,,,~,) - c Wt. Therefore, let j # (jr, j,). But, then in step 6, 
the if condition will succeed and thus W~j~~rammar,(L,,,,,~,) E Wr. This is a contradiction. 
Hence, (V.4 C W~i~~rammar,(L,,,,,~,)C JC!l. 0 
Claim 5.21. (Vi) [.JYiEhi-TxtMexe]. 
Proof of Claim 5.21. Let machine M TxtMin,-identify {Li 1 iEN}. We define a ma- 
chine M’ as follows: 
By Claim 5.20, it follows that for all L<i,j> such that mingrammar,(Lci,j,)> i, M’ 
hi-TxtMex$-identifies L<i,j>. But, there are only finitely many j such that L~i,j~E~i 
and mingrammar,(LCi, j,) < i. Thus, M’ can easily be modified to hi-TxtMex$-identify 
A?i. 0 
Claim 5.22. (Vi) [Yi#(Ax. [hi(x) - l])-TxtMex$]. 
Proof of Claim 5.22. Suppose by way of contradiction, machine A4j (Ax. [hi(x)- l])- 
TxtMex*-identifies dpi. Without loss of generality, assume that 
mingrammar,(L,i, j,) > i (since, if Mj(Ax. [hi(X) - l])-TxtMex+-identifies pi, then 
there are infinitely many machines that (Ax.[h&- l])-TxtMex*-identify Zi). Con- 
sider the language L= Lci,j)~Zi. We show that A4j does not (;l~.[hi(x)- I]-TxtMex$- 
identify L. This would prove the claim. 
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Assume that Mj( T(‘,j) ) 13 g1 (mingrammar,(L)) (otherwise, iVfj does not TxtEx- 
identify L). We consider the following two cases: 
Case 1: Mj on T(‘*j) converges to k, where g1 (mingrammar,(L)) < k < hi(g I (min- 
grammar,(L))). 
Let x’ be so large that 
(a) x’> <i,j>, 
(b) (vk’<(i,j))(3x)[xEW~i~grammar ,u-Lk’]y 
(c) 1(3n>x’)[M(T”~j’[n])#k]. ’ 
Clearly, such an x’ exists. Now, in the definition of Wt, the if condition in 
step 1 is not satisfied and for x=x’, the if condition in steps 5 and 6 are not 
satisfied. Thus, Wf is finite. Hence, in this case Mj does not (Ax. [h,(x)- I])-TxtMex$- 
identify L. 
Case 2: Not case 1. 
In this case, Mj on T<‘,j) does not converge to k,, = g1 (mingrammar,(L)). We claim 
that W& = L. This would imply that Mj on T(‘,j) does not converge to a small enough 
grammar, and hence, Mj fails to (ax. [hi(x) - I])-TxtMex*-identify L. 
Suppose by way of contradiction, (3x) [ W;i&rammar,,r,$ WfJ (otherwise, by Claim 
5.19 we would have WtO = L). Let x0 be the least such x. Now at stage x0, if condition 
at step 3 fails and if condition at step 4 succeeds; hence, either W~i~grammar,,~~ is 
enumerated in Wt before step 6, or it would be enumerated at step 6 (since the if 
condition at step 6 would succeed). A contradiction. Thus, Wto=L. 
From the above two cases, it follows that Mj does not (ix.[h@- 1])-TxtMex$- 
identify Levi. Hence ~i~(~X.[hi(x)- l])-TxtMex+. 0 
Theorem 5.17 follows from Claims 5.21 and 5.22. Cl 
Theorems 5.23 and 5.24 contrast with Theorem 5.11 and Theorem 5.17, respect- 
ively. Theorem 5.23 is about function inference and Theorem 5.24 is about language 
learning. We give a proof of Theorem 5.24; a similar proof can be worked out for 
Theorem 5.23. 
Theorem 5.23. Let ho, hl, hl, . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct nondecreasing 
recursivefunctions such that (Vx)[hi(x)>,x]. Then (3$) (Vi)[h,-Mex,=Ix.[x]-Mex*]. 
Theorem 5.24. Let ho, hl, hZ, . . . be an injinite r.e. sequence of distinct nondecreasing 
recursioe functions such that (Vx) [h,(x) > x]. Then (31/1) (V i) [hi-TxtMex, = Ax. [xl- 
TxtMex,]. 
Proof. Let (hi ( iEN) be as given in the hypothesis of the theorem. Clearly, for 
any acceptable programming system $ and any i, (Ax. [xl)-TxtMex+ E hi-TxtMex,. 
We need to construct an acceptable programming system $, such that for all 
hi, hi-TxtMextiz((;lx.[x])-TxtMex@. To facilitate the description of such a II/, 
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we define below two recursive functions g1 and g2. 
s1(0)=0, 
g2(i)=max({h,(g,(i)), h,kll(i)), . . . 3hi(Cll(i))})5 
We let tik = cpj, where j = max( { i 1 g1 (i) < k) ). Clearly, $ is an acceptable program- 
ming system. 
Consider any hi in the hypothesis of the theorem. Let M hi-TxtMex,-identify 9. We 
construct a machine M’ that (~x.[x])-TxtMexti-identifies 2. 
Let Si={jI[ mm g rammar,( WT) < i] A [j< hi(mingrammarti( W,“)]}. It should be 
noted that the cardinality of Si is finite (since, there are only finitely many languages 
L such that mingrammar,(L)Q i and for each such L there are only finitely many 
j such that j < hi(mingrammar,(L))). 
For each jESi, the minimal grammar of Wf’ can be stored in a finite table. Formally, 
let (VjESi) [Table(j) = mingrammar$( W,“)]. 
We now define machine M’ as follows: 
M’(a)=k, where k= 
Table(M(a)) if M(a)ESi, 
gl(max({iIgl(i)dM(a)})) otherwise. 
Consider any LEY. If mingrammar,(L)di, then by the construction of Si, M 
(Ax.[x])-TxtMexti-identifies L. If mingrammar,(L)>i, then for any text T for L, 
g 1 (mingrammar, (L)) d M( T ) < g 1 (1 + mingrammar, (L)). Thus, for any text T for L, 
M’( T)=g,(mingrammar,(L))=mingrammar~(L). Hence, M’(J_x.[x])-TxtMexti- 
identifies L. 0 
6. A variant of minimal identification 
Kinber [13], in the context of function inference, considered a variation on the 
theme of Mine-identification. He considered learning criteria in which, for some 
positive integer i, a learning machine, fed a graph of a recursive functionf; is required 
to converge to the ith minimal program forf in the acceptable programming system 
$. We study a more general notion than Kinber’s, both in the context of function 
inference and language learning. In the next paragraph, we informally describe our 
criterion for language learning. 
Let hgB’+ (i.e. h takes only nonzero values). Let L and $, respectively, be the 
language to be learned and the choice acceptable programming system. We say that 
a learning machine Mh-TxtMin$-identifies L iff M, fed any text for L, converges in the 
limit to the h(mingrammar,(L))th grammar for L in the acceptable programming 
system $. Analogous learning criteria in the context of function inference are called 
h-Mine-identification; the special case of h-Min,-identification, where h = Ax. [ i] for 
some iEN+, was introduced by Kinber [13]. 
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We investigate relationships between these criteria and underlying acceptable 
programming systems, both in the context of function inference and language 
learning. 
Definition 6.1 below precisely states what we mean by the ith program for a recur- 
sive function in an acceptable programming system $. The function inference criteria 
and its inferring power, based on the variant of minimal identification just described, 
are introduced in Definition 6.2. 
Definition 6.1. Suppose DEB and iE N’. We say that k is the ith $-program for f 
(written: k=i-minprogram,(f))o[[IC/k=f]A[card({jI(j<k)A(~j=f)})=i-1]]. 
Definition 6.2. Suppose hE9+. 
(a) M h-Minti-identifies f (written: fEh-Minti(M 7 n) [M( f[n]) = h(minpro- 
gram~,(f))-minprogram,(f)l. 
(b) h-Min,= (9 I(3M)[Ys h-Min,(M)]}. 
Clearly, Ax. Cl]-Minti-identification is the same as Minti-identification. For iE N+, 
Ax.[i]-Mine-identification was introduced by Kinber [13]. 
In Definition 6.3, we precisely state what we mean by the ith grammar for an r.e. 
language in acceptable programming system $, and introduce the language learning 
criteria analogous to h-Mine-identification in Definition 6.4. 
Definition 6.3. Let iEN+. We say that k is the ith $-grammar for L (written: 
k=i-mingrammar*(L)) o [[?+‘,“=L]A[card((jI(j<k)A(WT=L)})=i-l]]. 
Definition 6.4. Suppose hEB?‘+. 
(a) A4 h-TxtMin,-identijies L (written: LEh-TxtMin,(M)o(V texts T for L)(?n) 
[M( T[n]) = h(mingrammar,JL))-mingrammar+(L)]. 
(b) h-TxtMin, = { dp I(3M) [9 E h-TxtMin,(M)]}. 
Clearly, Ax. [ l]-TxtMin,-identification is the same as TxtMirq,-identification. 
Consider two nondecreasing recursive functions hl and h2, both members of BY’+. 
Furthermore, let (Vx) [h,(x) > h2(x)]. Then, for a given acceptable programming 
system rc/, we would like to compare the inferring powers of h,-Mine-identification 
with h,-Mine-identification and h,-TxtMin,-identification with h,-TxtMin@-identi- 
fication. Theorem 6.5 tells us that for any acceptable programming system Ic/, h,-Miq, 
is at least as big as h,-Min,. Theorem 6.6 shows an analogous result for language 
learning. We give a proof for Theorem 6.6, an easier version of which proof adapted 
for function inference is sufficient to show Theorem 6.5. 
Theorem 6.5. (V$)(V nondecreasing hl,h2E9?‘f I(Vx)[h1(x)>h2(x)])[h1-Min~~h~- 
Mine]. 
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Theorem 6.6. (V$)(V nondecreasing hl, h2E2’+ I (Vx) [h,(x)> h2(x)]) [hr-TxtMin,c 
h,-TxtMin,]. 
Proof. Let M h,-TxtMin,-identify 9. We construct a learning machine M’ that 
h,-TxtMin,-identifies 9’. 
begin {Definition of M’( T[n])} 
execute all stages n’ for n’ < n; 
output the result of the largest stage which halts in <n steps; 
output 0 if none of the stages halt in <n steps; 
begin (stage n’} 
letj=M(T[n]); 
search for a set S G {x 1 x < j} such that 
(1) [iES]-[[Wr9”‘C content( T[n])] A [content(T[n’])c Wr]]; 
(2) [i=min(S)]*[card(S)=hr(i)]; 
if such an S is found, the result of stage n’ is 
kgS such that card((r) r<kAreS})=h,(min(S)) 
end {stage n’} 
end {Definition of M’( T[n])} 
Let S,,,. denote the set found in stage n’ on input T[n]. We show that if LEY then 
M’ h,-TxtMin,-identifies L. Let T be any text for L. Let n, be so large that 
(Vn 3 nl) M( T [n]) =jO, where j, = hl (mingrammarJL))th grammar for L. Let n2 > n, 
be so large that (Viijj,)[[Wr#L] -[[Wr’“2$ L]V[content (T[n*])$ W?]]]. 
Clearly, (Vn3n’>n,), if stage n’ (of machine M’) on input T[n] halts then 
SF%,,= {il(i<jo)A(Wr= L)}. Let n3 3 n2 be so large that stage n2 + 1 halts on input 
T[n] for all n 3 n3. Clearly, such an n3 exists. Thus, for all n 3 n3, machine M’ will 
output h,(mingrammarJL))th grammar for L. 0 
Continuing our discussion about h, and h2, if we further place the restriction that 
(Vx)[hl(x)> h2(x)], then we would like to know if h2-Minti properly contains hr-Min, 
and h,-TxtMin* properly contains h,-TxtMin@. Theorem 6.7 implies that there exist 
acceptable programming systems for which h,-Minti properly contains h,-Min, and 
Theorem 6.14 implies that there exist acceptable programming systems for which 
h,-TxtMiq, properly contains h,-TxtMin+. However, as will be clear later from 
Theorem 6.16 for function inference and Theorem 6.18 for language learning, this 
scenario is not true for every acceptable programming system. 
Theorem 6.7. Let ho, hl, h2, . . . be an injnite r.e. sequence of distinct recursive functions 
~92’. (3$)(Vi)[/Zx.[hi(x)+l]-Minechi-Min,]. 
Corollary 6.8. (Kinber [13. (Zlll/)(Vi~N’) [lx.Ci+ II-Min~,,cx.Cil-Min~l. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.7. Let fO, fi, . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct total 
recursive functions whose minimal q-programs are identifiable in the limit, i.e. 
{fi’l iEN}EMin,; Proposition 4.2 allows us to make such an assumption. 
Let Yi={f,i,j, IjcIV}. We will use Yi to show that hi-Mine#(Ax.[hi(x)+ l])- 
Min,. The functionf<i,j, will be used to diagonalize against the learning machine Mj. 
To facilitate the description of $, we first define two recursive functions g1 and g2 as 
follows: 
sr(O)=O, 
92(k)=max({ho(91(k)),hl(g,(k)),...,hk(gl(k)))), 
gr(k+ f)=g,(k)+g,(k)+ 1. 
Clearly, g1 is an increasing recursive function. We now give a description of 
acceptable programming system $. 
begin (Definition of $k(x)} 
execute the following steps until $k(x) is defined: 
(1) if k=gl(i) for some i 
then 
let $k(X)=(Pi(X); 
exit 
(Note that this makes $ an acceptable programming system.} 
endif; 
(2) let lastfun=max({i~g,(i)<k}); 
if (vx’ Gx) Cqrastrun (x’)l] A (vx’<x)[Ic/k(x’)~I 
then 
proceed to step 3 
else 
diverge 
{Thus, here tik(x) is undefined.} 
endif; 
(3) if (vi6x)W6x) C~k+,,f&‘)+.W)1 
then 
let Ic/kb) = (P~astfun(~); 
exit 
endif; 
(4) let j=min((iI(Vx’~x)Cfi(x’)=~~,,,,,,(x’)l}); 
let j,,j, be such that j= (j,,j,); 
if k < g1 (lastfun) + hj, (gr (lastfun)) 
then 
let tik(X)=(Plastfun(X)i 
exit 
endif; 
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(5) if CV x’ 3 x) C4bstfun(x’)l +.@‘)I 1 V 
[(~~‘~~)[[(~~“d~‘)C~~~~~~~~(~“)~II~C~j~V;~~’I)~klll 
then 
let bW) = ~PM&); 
exit 
else 
diverge 
{Thus, here $k(x) is undefined.) 
endif 
end {Definition of $k(~)} 
Claim 6.9. $ is an acceptable programming system. 
Proof of Claim 6.9. Clearly, $ is a programming system, and g1 reduces q-indices to 
$-indices. Hence, $ is an acceptable programming system. Cl 
Claim 6.10. (Vj)(Vk)CCg,(j)~k<sl(j+ 1)l=-(Vx)C$dx)=(~~(x)V $dx)fll~ 
Proof of Claim 6.10. Whenever $k(x) is defined in the above procedure, 
$k(X) = (Plastfun (x), where lastfun = max( { i 1 g1 (i) < k}). The claim follows. 0 
Claim 6.11. (Vjl,j,) [minprogram,(f~j,,j,,)=gl(minprogram,(f~j,,j,,))]. Moreover, 
(vj,&) CCminprogram,(~j,,j,,)>jll* C(vk) (g,(minProgram.(f(jl,j2)))~ 
k<~~(~i~~~~g~~~,(~j,,j,~))+~~l(g~(~i~~~~g~~~,(f,j,,j,~))))CIClk=~j,,j,~lll. 
Proof of Claim 6.11. By Claim 6.10 it follows that minprogram+(f~j,,j,,)>g,(min- 
program,(f<j,,j,,)). By step 1 in the construction of $, it follows that $g,(minpro_ 
gram,G,,J) =f<j,,jz). Hence, minprogram&&,,j,~)=gl(minprogram,(f&,j,~)). As- 
sume [minprogram,(f,j,,j,,)>jl]. Hence, g2(minprogram,(f~jl,j,,))>hj,(minpro- 
gram~(~j,,j,~))~ 
Let g,(minprogram,(~j,,j,i))~k<(g,(minprogram,(~j,,j,,))+hjl(gl(minpro- 
gram,(&j,,j,,)))). Suppose by way of contradiction that (!lx)[IC/Jx)f]. (If (Vx) $,Jx)J, 
then by ‘lairn 6.10, $k =1C/q,(minprogram,,/,,,,,~,)) =hj,,j,>.) Also, let x’ be the least number 
such that Il/k(x’)t . If j found in step 4 of the construction is (jl,j2), then clearly, 
$Jx’)J. Therefore, let j found in step 4 be different from (j,,j,). But, then the if 
condition at step 5 will succeed, since there is an x’ such thatfcj,,j,,(x’)#jJx’). Hence, 
(Vx’)$k(x’)L. This proves the claim. 0 
Claim 6.12. (Vi)[9’i~hi-Minti]. 
Proof of Claim 6.12. Let machine M Min,-identify (J 1 ieN}. We define a machine 
MI as f0110WS: M:(f[n])=g,(M(f[n]))+hi(gl(M(f[n])))-1. 
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Clearly, by Claim 6.11, for allf<i,j, such that minprogram,(fci,j,)>i, we have that 
MI hi-Mine-identifiesf(i,j,. But there are only finitely many j such thatf(i,j,E9’i and 
minprogram,( fc i, j,) d i. Thus, M; can easily be modified to hi-Minti-identify Yi. 17 
Claim 6.13. (Vi)[9’i$(kx.[h,(x)+ l])-Min,]. 
Proof of Claim 6.13. Suppose by way of contradiction, machine Mj (Ax. [hi(x) + l])- 
Mine-identifies 9’;. Without loss of generality, assume that minprogram,(f<i,j,)>i 
(since if Mj (Ax.[hi(x)+ I])-Mine-identifies ~i4pi, then there are infinitely many 
machines that (Ax. [k,(x) + I])-Min,-identify pi). Consider the function f=fci,j,E~i. 
Clearly, by Claim 6.11, g,(minprogram,(f)), g,(minprogram,(f))+ 1, . . , g,(min- 
program,(f))+ ki(gr(minprogramq(f)))- 1 are the minimal ki(minprogramti(f)) 
programs for fin $. We show that g,(minprogram,(f))+ ki(gI(minprogram,(f))) is 
a program for f iff Mj on f does not converge to g1 (minprogram,(f)) + ki( 91 (min- 
program,(f))). This would prove the claim. 
Let k=g,(minprogram,(f))+ ki(g,(minprogram,(f))). We have the following 
cases: 
Case 1: Mj on f converges to k. 
Let x’ be so large that 
(a) X’ > < i,j >, 
(b) (vk’<(i,j))(3x<x’)Cfk,(X)#S~i,j)(X)l, 
(4 ~(3n>,x’)CM(fC~l)#kl. 
Clearly, such an x’ exists. Now, for x=x’, the if condition at steps 1,3-5 in the 
construction of $ are not satisfied. Thus $k(~‘)f. 
Case 2: Mj on f does not converge to k. 
In this case, we claim that Gk=f: Suppose by way of contradiction (3x)$,(x)f 
(otherwise, by Claim 6.10 we would have I+!I~ =f ). Let x0 be the least such x. Since, the 
if condition at step 2 in the construction of $ succeeds, either IcIL(xr,) is defined before 
step 5, or it would be defined at step 5 (since the if condition at step 5 would succeed), 
and thus, tik(xO).l. This is a contradiction. 
From the above two cases, it follows that Mj does not (Ax.[ki(x)+ I])-Mine- 
identifyfe9’i. Hence, ~i~(ilx.[ki(x)+ l])-Mine. 0 
Theorem 6.7 follows from Claims 6.12 and 6.13. 0 
A proof of Theorem 6.14 can be obtained by adapting the above proof of Theorem 
6.7 for single-valued total languages. This adaptation is similar to the one in our proof 
of Theorem 5.17; we omit the details this time. 
Theorem 6.14. Let ho, kl, k2, . . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct recursive functions 
EW+. (3 $)(Vi)[Ax.[ki(x)+ I]-TxtMin+cki-TxtMin,]. 
Corollary 6.15. (!lt,b)(Vi~N+) [Ax.[i+ I]-TxtMin+ccx.[i]-TxtMinti]. 
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Using Theorem 6.16 we can show that for any two functions hi and h2E9S?‘, there 
exists an acceptable programming system 1c/ such that hi-Miq, = h,-Min,. Theorem 
6.18 is the language learning analog of Theorem 6.16. We give a proof of Theorem 
6.18; a similar proof can be worked out for Theorem 6.16. 
Theorem 6.16. Let ho, hl, h2, . . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct recursive functions 
~9’. (3 $)(Vi,j)[hi-Min, = hj-Minti]. 
The following special case of Theorem 6.16 is due to Kinber [13]. 
Corollary 6.17 (Kinber [13]). (3$)(V il,iZENt) [(%x.[i,])-Min,=(ix.[i2])-Mine]. 
Theorem 6.18. Let ho, h,, h2, . . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct recursive functions 
IS.%?‘+. (3$)(Vi,j)[hi-TxtMine = hj-TxtMin,]. 
Proof. This proof uses a construction similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 5.24. 
Let {hi 1 iEN > be as given in the hypothesis of the theorem. We construct an accept- 
able programming system $, such that for any hi and hj, hi-TxtMin$ = hj-TxtMin,. TO 
facilitate the description of such a $, we define below recursive functions g1 and g2. 
g2(i)=max(jh,(gl(i)),h,(g,(i)), . . . ,hi(g~(i))}), 
gl(i+ l)=gl(i)+g2(i)+ 1. 
We let $k = qj, where j= max( (i 1 g1 (i) < k}). Clearly, $ is an acceptable program- 
ming system. 
Consider any hi, hj as given in the hypothesis of the theorem. Let M’ hi-TxtMin,- 
identify 9. We construct a machine Mj that hj-TxtMin@-identifies 9. 
Let Ye = (L 1 mingrammar,(L) d max( { i, j})>. Let Si = { hi(mingrammarti(L))-min- 
grammarj,(L) 1 LEAK}. Clearly, Si is a finite set since A!,, is a finite set. For each kESi, 
let hj(mingrammar,( Wf))-mingrammar,( Wt) be stored in a finite table. Formally, let 
(V kESi) [Table(k) = hj(mingrammar,( IV’:))-mingrammar+( Wf)]. 
We now define machine A4j as follows: 
I 
Table(M’(c)) if Mi(0)~Si, 
Mj(a)= gl(max({iIgl(i)<A@(a)}))+ 
hj(gl(max({iIgi(i)dMi(o)})))-1 otherwise. 
Consider any LET’. We have the following two cases: 
Case 1: mingrammar,(L) d max( { i, j}). 
In this case, by the definition of Si and Table, A4j hj-TxtMin,-identifies L. 
Case 2: mingrammar,(L)>max({i,j}). 
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In this case, the following four statements are true. 
(1) g1 (mingrammar,(L)) = mingrammar,(L); 
(2) gl(mingrammar,(l)) d hi(mingrammarti(l))-mingrammar*(L) < g1 (1 + min- 
grammar,(l)); 
(3) g,(mingrammar,(L)) d hj(mingrammar,(L))-mingrammarti(L) < gr (1 + min- 
grammar,(L)); 
(4) (Vk I gI(mingrammar,(L))< k<g,(l +mingrammar,(L)))[ Wt=L]. 
Let T be any text for L. Then M’( T)=!~,(mingrammar~(L))-mingrammar,(L). 
It is clear from the above statements l-4, and the definition of machine Mj 
that Mj( T) = hj(mingrammarJL))-mingrammar,(l). Hence, Mj hj-TxtMin*- 
identifies L. 0 
An interesting open question concerns given acceptable programming system II/, the 
relationship between U hed(h-Minti) and Mex and also between U,,,(h-TxtMin,) 
and TxtMex. 
7. Relaxing the variant of minimal identification 
We consider a relaxation of h-Min,-identification and h-TxtMin,-identification 
criteria introduced in the previous section. We illustrate this new identification criteria 
in the context of language learnjng. 
Let hi%‘+ (i.e. h takes only non-zero values). Let L and Ic/, respectively, be the 
language to be learned and the choice acceptable programming system. We say that 
a learning machine M h-TxtLemin,-identijes L iff M, fed any text for L, converges in 
the limit to jth $-grammar for L, where j< h(mingrammar,(L)). An analogous 
criterion in the context of function inference is called h-Lemin,-identiJication. 
A special case of h-Lemin*-identification was briefly considered by Kinber [13]. As in 
the previous section, we study the relationships between these new identification 
criteria and acceptable programming systems. 
Definition 7.1 describes our new function inference criteria and its inferring power. 
Definition 7.1. Suppose he%‘+. 
(a) M h-Lemin*-identifies f (written: fEh-Lemin,(M)) o (3jd h(minpro- 
gram$(f)))(T n) CM(f Cnl) =j-miwrwam&f)l. 
(b) h-Lemin+= { Y 1 (~M)[YG~-Lemin,(M)]}. 
For i6N+, Ax. [i]-Lemin+-identification was introduced by Kinber [13]. Definition 
7.2 is the language learning analog of Definition 7.1. 
Definition 7.2. Suppose he9+. 
(a) M h-TxtLeminti-ident$esmL (written: LEh-TxtLemin*( M)) o (for all texts T for 
L) (3jdh(mingrammarti(L))) (V’n) [M(T[n])=j-mingrammar$(L)]. 
(b) h-TxtLemin* = { 9 I(3 M)[T c h-TxtLemin,(M)] }. 
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Recall that cp is our standard acceptable programming system. Kinber [ 131 showed 
that for all iEN+, [YE~x.[~]-L emin,]=[(3$) [YEMin,]]. If we restrict ourselves 
to identification of infinite languages only, then a proof similar to Kinber’s shows an 
analogous result for TxtLemin-identification. However, a modification of Kinber’s 
proof to take care of finite languages yields a complete analog of Kinber’s result for 
language learning. Theorem 7.3 describes this result. 
Theorem 7.3. (V nondecreasing hcB+) [[S?Eh-TxtLemin,] * [(!I$) [_Y~TxtMin~]]]. 
Proposition 7.4 is an easy observation about h-Lemin*-identification. Proposition 
7.5 is the language learning analog of Proposition 7.4. 
Proposition 7.4. (Vh~~~(Vx)[h(x)~2])(V~)[~x.[h(x)-l]-Lemin,~h-Lemin~]. 
Proposition 7.5. (Vh~E~(Vx)[h(x)32])(V~)[~~x.[h(x)-1]-TxtLemin~~h- 
TxtLeminti]. 
Using Theorems 7.6 and 7.7 we can show that there exist acceptable programming 
systems for which the containment in Propositions 7.4 and 7.5 are proper. Proofs of 
Theorem 7.6 and 7.7 can be worked out using techniques illustrated in the earlier parts 
of this paper. 
Theorem 7.6. Let hO,h,,hz, . . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct nondecreasing 
recursiue functions such that (Vx)[hi(x)a2]. (3$)(Vi)[llx.[h,(x)-I]-LeminJ,c hi- 
Leminti]. 
Theorem 7.7. Let ho, hl, hZ, . . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct nondecreasing 
recursiuefunctionssuch that (Vx)[hi(x)~2]. (3$)(Vi)[E,x.[hi(x)-l]-TxtLeminJ,chi- 
TxtLemin*]. 
A proof similar to that used to prove Theorem 6.18 can be used to show the 
following two theorems. 
Theorem 7.8. Let ho, hl, h2, . . . be an infinite r.e. sequence of distinct recursive functions 
EB’. (3$)(Vi,j)[h,-Lemin,=hj-Lemin,]. 
Theorem 7.9. Let ho, hl, h2, . . be an injinite r.e. sequence of distinct recursive functions 
EW+ (gIc/)(Vi,j) [hi-TxtLemin@ = hj-TxtLemin,]. 
Proposition 7.10 shows that h-TxtLemin$-identification and h-TxtMex,!,-identifica- 
tion are, in some sense, similar. Proposition 7.11 is the language learning analog of 
Proposition 7.10. We give a proof of Proposition 7.11; Proposition 7.10 has a similar 
proof. 
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Proposition 7.10. (V$)[ U,,,(k-Lemin,)= UhsJ(h-Mex+,)l. 
Proposition 7.11. (V$)[ Uhed (k-TxtLemin*) = Uhed (k-TxtMexti)]. 
Proof. Let kE.2 be given. A simple result from recursive function theory tells us that, 
for any acceptable programming system $, there exists a pads%?‘, monotonically 
increasing in the second argument, such that (Vx)(Vi) [W$(X,ij= IV:]. Then, it 
is easy to see that k-TxtLemin, cTxtMex@x. [ pad(x, k(x))], $). Also, 
TxtMex(k, $)~(l,x.[k(x)+ I])-TxtLemin,. This is because, if j is a grammar 
for L such that j< k(mingrammarti( L)), then card({iQ W”=L})< 
k(mingrammarti(L))+ 1. 0 
Since, for any two acceptable programming systems $ and $‘, lJhEl(k-Mex,)= 
Uhcd (k-Mexti,) and UhEI (k-TxtMex,) = Uhed (k-TxtMex,,), we have following Co- 
rollaries 7.12 and 7.13 to Propositions 7.10 and 7.11, respectively. 
Corollary 7.12. (V$, $‘)[ U,.,(k-Lemin$)= Uhcd(k-Leminti,)]. 
Corollary 7.13. (V$, Ic/‘)[Uhsx (k-TxtLemin,) = /Jhsd (k-TxtLemir+)]. 
8. Conclusion 
On first observation, results presented above seem to say that learning criteria 
requiring final programs to conform to seemingly “natural” notions of succinctness 
are uninteresting (or, mathematically dirty), as they are dependent on the program- 
ming system. However, we would like to note that Freivalds [9] has shown, in the 
context of function inference, that some of these programming system dependence 
results still hold if attention is restricted to a very “nice” subclass of acceptable 
programming systems called Kolmogorov numberings (by definition, every accept- 
able programming system can be reduced to a Kolmogorov numbering via a recursive 
function with no more rapid than linear growth). Analogs of Freivalds’ results can be 
shown to hold for language learning also. 
All this seems to suggest that complexity restrictions on final hypothesis in general 
models of learning will most likely result in learning criteria which are dependent on 
the choice of the underlying acceptable programming system. This dependence may 
turn out to be a fundamental fact about learning rather than a mere mathematical 
inconvenience. Thus, for the task of learning succinctly, it may be desirable to 
investigate different programming systems for different learning situations. Adapting 
the ideas presented in the present paper to practical programming systems is a very 
interesting open direction. 
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